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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Research Questions

This thesis discusses the definition of relevant market in both European Union (hereinafter referred as EU) and the People’s Republic of China under horizontal merger control. Anti-monopoly Law of the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred as AML) was published in 2008 and took EU Competition law as an important reference. Comparing to the EU, the legislation and law enforcement of merger control in China is relatively limited. What can China learn from the EU and its abundant experience in Competition law? How to improve the skills of defining the relevant market? And further, how to improve transparency on both case decisions and judicial reviews in China? Through the comparisons with the EU, suggestions on further development of the relevant market definition in China will be proposed.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is structured in five chapters. Chapter one is Introduction, targeting the research topic and introducing historical development of Chinese competition law. In Chapter two, approach of how European Union defines the relevant market is discussed. It is mainly focus on legal investigations, based on the provisions, the case law and the academic research results. Chapter three is about methodology applied in defining the relevant market, from an economic perspective. In this chapter, several economic methods for investigating the relevant market are introduced. SSNIP Test is emphatically introduced in this section, including how it functions and the way of evaluation. In order to apply SSNIP Test in practice more accurately, several auxiliary methods are applied simultaneously with the test. Chapter four in based on the
discussion above and comes up with the suggestions on the further development of defining the relevant market in China. There are three points I want to make in this chapter. The first one is ways to improve the techniques on defining the relevant market, such as taking more factors into consideration, coming up with reasons on the defining of the relevant geographic market, applying various analysis measures and so on. The second point is suggestions to improve the transparency of merger control, on both case decisions and on case investigations. The third point is methods to improve the effectiveness of review system, both on administrative reconsideration and judicial review. Chapter five is the Conclusion. The important issues of this research are lighted in this chapter as a summary.

1.3 Methods of Research

The main methodology applied in this thesis is comparative method. EU has applied competition law for decades and accumulated abundant of experiences, while Chinese anti-trust authority “Ministry of Commerce People’s Republic of China” (hereinafter referred as MOFCOM) is criticized for the lack of experience in applying the AML when it deals with merger activities.¹ Thus, questions are raised that whether China can learn from advanced competition regimes, such as EU competition law. If the answer is positive, then how much and to what extent can China adopt from EU; what is more, how can China modify its particular legal techniques, with China its own political, economic and social situations?² By making comparisons between EU and China in various aspects of competition law, we can tell both the similarities and differences. Thus, a variety of solutions can be offered how China should take EU as a

reference from this comparative analysis.

Historical analysis is also applied in this thesis. China has its own political, economic and social situation. China experienced a profound revolution from a central-government-planned economy to a socialist market economy, which brought great national economic vigor to China. However, there are still some traces of the old one left in China economy after more than thirty years’ reform. Especially, some historical issues, such as the position of State Owned Enterprises (hereinafter SOEs) and administrative monopoly in particular industries, are still in fierce debate publicly. In order to value Chinese competition law, a historical perspective with China’s real situation is necessary.

In Chapter three economic methodologies is applied to analysis and evaluate the various theories in order to define the relevant market. The definition of relevant market is derived from the fundamental market theory with Economics research results. These economic theories and calculation methods are used commonly in competition law, especially in practice.

The thesis is based on library research. The study focuses on analyzing both primary and secondary sources. The primary sources contain China’s the AML, EU legislation and EU case judgments. The secondary sources in this thesis can be divided into four categories: academic textbooks, legal journals, comments or general reports of governments or organizations, and news from internet websites. Meanwhile, case-study approach is applied in this thesis. In the paper, published case decisions from MOFCOM are collected and organized. In Chapter two, some of the decisions are compared to EU cases, and in Chapter four more cases are referred to in order to come up with suggestions on Chinese the AML application.
1.4 Historical Development of the Chinese Competition Law

1.4.1 Pre 2008 the establishment of the AML

Chinese economic reform began from the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, in which the country decided to transit the economic structure from a central-government-planned economy to a socialist market economy in 1978. Before the transition, the government controlled all the resources and made all decisions relating to production and consumption and some significant historical tracks of such economy remained till now. In March 1986, the State Council established Regulations for Further Pushing the Development of Horizontal Alliance in Economy. In December 1987, Suggestions on Construction and Development of Business Conglomerate was established. The real breakthrough in this period was the establishing of The Interim Regulation on Merger in 1989, which showed a clear supportive attitude to encourage SOEs merger activities. During this period, at the aim of reducing the loss of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs), the government encouraged mergers between SOEs to increase their market power.

In September 1999, Provision on the Merger and Division of Enterprises with Foreign

---

3 The announcement of the Third Plenary Session of The Eleventh Central Committee, People's Daily, Beijing, 24th December 1978.
4 Regulations for Further Pushing the Development of Horizontal Alliance in Economy, which was promulgated by the State Council of China on 23rd March 1986. It was repealed in 2000.
5 Suggestions on Construction and Development of Business Conglomerate was promulgated by the State Commission for Restructuring the Economic System and State Economic Commission on 16th December 1987. It has been ceased.
6 The Interim Regulation on Merger was jointly promulgated by the former State Commission for Restructuring the Economic System, the State Development Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance, the National State-Owned Assets Administration on 19th February 1989. It was repealed in 2000.
Investment\(^7\) was published, which was applied in the situation where a merger or one of the mergers is a foreign investor. The authority in charge was the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (hereinafter referred as MOFTEC)\(^8\). ‘The MOFTEC may, upon receipt of the documents as listed in the preceding paragraph, organize the relevant departments and agencies to hear the case of proposed corporate merger and conduct investigations into the company and the related market if the MOFTEC thinks that the corporate merger tends towards industry monopoly or it may constitute a predominant position in the market for particular commodities or services, which will hamper fair competition’.\(^9\) This was a breakthrough in legislation however no further explanations on how to conduct investigations.

After joining the WTO in 2001, China is getting faced with challenges to improve level of trade liberalization while maintaining state economic security at the same time. MOFCOM and other five authorities jointly published Interim Provisions on Mergers and Acquisitions of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors in 2003.\(^{10}\) The purpose of this regulation including promoting and regulating foreign investors’ investment in China, maintaining fair competition and state economic security.\(^{11}\) This regulation was the first comprehensive and systematic legislation in merger control relating to foreign investment enterprises, building the framework of control merger investigation, setting

\(^7\) Provision on the Merger and Division of Enterprises with Foreign Investment [关于外商投资企业合并与分立的规定] were promulgated by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce on the 23rd September 1999. This amendment was issued on the 22nd November 2010. The analysis in this thesis is based on the amendment of 2010.

\(^8\) Some functions of the MOFTEC were undertaken by the MOFCOM since it established in March 2003, the National Development and Reform Commission and State Economic and Trade Commission were under the control of the MOFCOM. The MOFCOM is one of administrative departments composing the State Council.

\(^9\) Article 26, Ibid.

\(^{10}\) The Interim Regulation on Mergers and Acquisition of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors was promulgated by the MOFCOM on 2nd January 2003 and took into effect on the 12th April 2003. The amendment of 2006 was issued on 8th August 2006 and took effect on the 8th September 2006. It changed from ‘interim provision’ to ‘The Provisions for the Acquisition of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors’ on 22nd June 2009.

\(^{11}\) Article 1, Ibid.
up measures, thresholds and enforcement of merger review, and coming up with procedure instructions.\textsuperscript{12}

As a conclusion, in this period before AML 2008, the legislation in merger control was very limited. Objects were limited to SOEs or foreign investment enterprises, and executive procedure was opaque with few factors being considered. Legal provisions were scattered in different regulations and the boundary of authorities was not illustrated legibly. In a word, during this time, a systematic legislation was highly expected to acclimatize the rapid development of economic.

1.4.2 New period of Chinese Competition Law within the Framework of the AML

The People’s Republic of China established the AML in August 15\textsuperscript{th} 2008, which was the first comprehensive competition law of China, and this was a milestone in Chinese competition law history. Up to 13\textsuperscript{th} February 2014, the MOFCOM successively published fourteen Guidelines.\textsuperscript{13} These Guidelines along with the AML constituted

\textsuperscript{12} By August 2008, MOFCOM had received 590 proposed Mergers and acquisitions cases by foreign investors, available at \url{http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-08/04/content_8942596.htm}.

\textsuperscript{13} The fourteen guidelines are applied collaborated with AML, which are available at official website of the MOFCOM \url{http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/c/}, the list of the guidelines including:
- Regulations on the State Owned Enterprises Prohibiting the Competition (December 9\textsuperscript{th} 1993);
- Regulation on Regional Restrictions in Social Market Economy by the State Council (April 18\textsuperscript{th} 2001);
- Decisions on Regulation Social Market Order by the State Council (April 27\textsuperscript{th} 2001);
- Interim Regulation on the Price Monopoly (July 8\textsuperscript{th} 2003);
- Thresholds for Prior Notification of Concentrations of Undertakings by the State Council (August 3\textsuperscript{rd} 2003);
- Measure fro the Undertaking Concentration Declaration (November 21\textsuperscript{st} 2009);
- Measure for the Undertaking Concentration Examination (November 24\textsuperscript{th} 2009);
- Interim Provisions on the Divestiture of Assets or Business in the Concentration of Business (July 5\textsuperscript{th} 2010);
- Interim Provisions on Assessing the Impact of Concentration of Business Operators on Competition (August 29\textsuperscript{th} 2011);
- Interim Measures for Investigating and Handling Failure to Legally Declare the Concentration of Business Operators (December 30\textsuperscript{th} 2011);
- Interim Provisions on Standards Applicable to Simple Cases of Concentration of Undertakings by the Ministry of Commerce (February 11\textsuperscript{th} 2014);
the legal framework of Chinese competition Law, and play an important role of regulation market activities under competition environment. Until 9th January 2015, MOFCOM published twenty-five case decisions. Even though case decisions have no legal force under Chinese legal system, the reasoning of the decisions given by MOFCOM is crucial when evaluation the enforcement of AML.

Anti-monopoly Law is the fundamental legal regime in the market economy country. The AML is the core among many the Property Laws, which regulates the various social market relationships and establishes political, economic and social system. Judging from the main content of the AML, it is basically regulating monopolistic behaviors, thus, the AML is a Conduct Law. However, the AML is also talking about the enterprise scale, market structure and protecting consumer welfare, so it is also covering the property of Subject Law and Social Security Law. Since China’s reform and opening, the mainstream of Chinese economy has been a competitive market. So the requirement of anti-monopoly is coming from public desire of improving economic efficiency.

Another historical meaning of the AML is that, by the establishment of this law more effective legal enforcement are declared. The AML gathered various legal documents which scattered in different levels and regions and combined those documents into a comprehensive Anti-monopoly law. In the People's Republic of China, legislation is

Guiding Opinions of the Anti-Monopoly Bureau of the Ministry of Commerce on the Declaration Documents and Materials of the Concentration of Business Operators (April 18th 2014);
Guideline of the Declaration Documents of the Concentration of Business Operators (June 6th 2014);
Interim Regulation on the Concentration Cleared with Restrictions (December 4th 2014).
The English visions of those legal documents are available at http://www.lawinfochina.com/.

14 Published case decision are available at the office website of the MOFCOM, http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/ztxx/
15 The various ministries, commissions, the People's Bank of China, the Auditing Agency, and a body directly under the State Council exercising regulatory function, may enact administrative rules within the scope of its authority in accordance with national law, administrative regulations, as well as decisions and orders of the State
divided into different levels: the first level is the Constitution of The People's Republic of China, the second level is National laws published by National People's Congress and its standing committee, the third level is Administrative Regulations published by the State Council and local government, the fourth level is Administrative Compulsory Measure by local government, and then the other legal documents. The lower level legislation cannot be against the upper level legislation, and if there are conflicts between different levels legislation, the upper level legislation will be applied. The AML is the National Law which is in relatively high level of Chinese legal system. That means the applications of the AML in practice would be a significant improvement on legal force than when the provisions were scattered in different legal levels.

1.4.3 EU Competition Law as an Important Reference for the AML

1.4.3.1 Same Objective of Protecting Customer welfare

The EU and China have same objective on merger control, named protecting consumer welfare\textsuperscript{16}. ‘Effective competition brings benefits to consumers, such as low prices, high quality products, a wide selection of goods and services, and innovation. Through its control of mergers, the Commission prevents mergers that would be likely to deprive customers of these benefits by significantly increasing the market power of firms’\textsuperscript{17}. Consumer welfare is considered as the standard of proof and the objectives of competition policy.\textsuperscript{18} Mario Monti, the former EU Commissioner, stated that ‘We both


\textsuperscript{17} Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations between undertakings, para.8

\textsuperscript{18} A Pera and Vauricchio, Consumer Welfare, Standard of Proof and the Objectives of Competition Policy, 2005, Volume 1 Number 1, European Competition Journal, pp 153-177
agree that the ultimate purpose of our respective intervention in the market-place should be to ensure that consumer welfare is not harmed. Consumer welfare is a consensus among the EU both theory and legal practice.

Under the AML, ‘safeguarding the interests of consumer’ is illustrated as one of the objectives. In the decisions which had been published, the protection of consumer welfare was stated. In case Coca cola/ Huiyuan, the transaction was blocked and in case Mitsubishi Rayon/ Lucite, the notified transaction was cleared with restrictive both because of having negative effects on consumer welfare. However, the objectives of merger control under the AML are multiple, not only welfare of consumers but also public interest and competitors’ interests.

1.4.3.2 Similarities on Enforcing Authorizes

The European Commission is an exclusive authority which has power to make decisions concerning concentrations with an EU dimension. The European Commission has comprehensive authority to engage in investigation, decision making and imposing sanctions to mergers with an EU dimension. In addition, it is responsible for issuing competition related guidelines to address the problem

---


20 Article 1, AML.

21 Announcement MOFCOM [2009] No.22 Coca cola/ Huiyuan, Section IV Para.3, It will result in elimination and restraint of competition with existing fruit juice drinks enterprise and further damage the lawful interests and rights of the consumers.

22 Announcement MOFCOM [2009] No.28 Mitsubishi Rayon/ Lucite, Section V Para.1, it will have negative impact on effective competition in China’s MMA market.


identified by the Commission.\textsuperscript{25} The European Court of Justice (hereinafter referred as ECJ) and the General Court (hereinafter referred as GC) are only responsible for hearing appeals when the merger parties are object to the Commission’s decision and submit appeals.\textsuperscript{26} If the ECJ and the GC find the decisions of the Commission are not correct, they have no authority to make any antitrust merger decisions or impose sanctions directly.\textsuperscript{27}

In China, similar to EU, the MOFCOM is an exclusive administrative authority in charge of merger activities, which is responsible to legislation, reviewing mergers, accepting notifications and negotiation of concentrations, hearing witness, investigation, examining as well as making decisions and setting sanctions or restrictions if necessary.\textsuperscript{28} The relevant court is involved in the merger case when the parties concerned are object to the decision and submit appeals. However, unlike EU,


\textsuperscript{26}Article 230(2)of the EU Treaty, ‘It shall for this purpose have jurisdiction in actions brought by a Member State, the European Parliament, the Council or the Commission on grounds of lack of competence, infringement of an essential procedural requirement, infringement of this Treaty or of any rule of law relating to its application, or misuse of powers’. Article 21(1) EUMR ‘subject to review by the [ECJ] the Commission shall have sole jurisdiction to take the decisions provided for in this regulation’.

\textsuperscript{27}Appeals of merger case decision were discussed in M Furse, \textit{Competition law of the EC and UK}, Sixth Edition, (Oxford University Press, 2008), pp.189-201.

\textsuperscript{28}The missions of f Anti-monopoly Bureau under MOFCOM is available at \url{http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/gywm/200809/20080905756026.html?1992812441=705144026}, including: a. to draft the related regulation on merger control and formulate administrative rules and documents of administrative norms on interpretation of regulation; b. to examine mergers based on anti-monopoly law, accept notification, carry out the work of hearing, investigation and merger review; c. to accept and investigate concentrations which are notified to antitrust enforcement authority, and punish illegal activities; d. to investigate monopoly behavior in external trade, and take measures to eliminate its issues; e. to guide the responding of internal enterprises on anti-monopoly in foreign countries; f. to initiate and organize negotiation and discussion of competition articles in bilateral or multilateral agreements; g. to organize international communication and cooperation on bilateral or multilateral competitive policies; h. to be responsible for specific assignments by the Anti-monopoly Committee of the State Council; i. to fulfill other assignments specified by the leaders in MOFCOM.
administrative reconsideration and judicial review are relatively weak in China. Thus, most actions of MOFCOM authority is kind of risky and in lack of supervision.

1.4.3.3 Similar Objectives on Establishing an Integrated Market

The EU is an economic and political organization with twenty-eight Member States, and every Member State is a relative independent market. “To build a single market” is important to the EU, thus it is also its principal economic rationale. The EU began with six Member States as an economic organization, and kept on its enlargement stably to establish a stronger union and extent its power on both economy and politics. The internal market shall comprise an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the Treaties.\textsuperscript{29} One of the main points of EU Competition law is establishing a single market among EU to enhance the mutual interactions in trade between Member States, and to achieve the free movements of goods, persons services and capital in this union.

In China, monopoly is also a huge hindrance for the establishment of an integrated national market, both in the dimension of areas and industries. The economic development is unbalanced in China; some regions such as South-East coastal areas are highly developed while some regions such as North-West inland areas are apparently far behind. The local governments at different levels (province, city, county) may use the administrative power to protect local enterprises from social market competitions, by setting quantity restrictions, tax policy to non-local enterprises. Meanwhile, some industries are not open to enterprises for market competition, which hinder the market's vitality. Chinese national government is intending to break the barriers between different regions and establish a united national market and stimulate the vitality of

\textsuperscript{29} Article 26 (2) the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (hereinafter referred as TFEU).
market by more profound competition. From this sight, the objectives of establishing an integrated market are quite similar between EU and China.
Chapter 2  Defining the Relevant Market in the Light of EU

2.1 introduction

Defining the relevant market is the foundation of building up basic principles of competition law regime, and it is a crucial process of competition law practical application. In countries and regions where the framework of competition law has been established, defining the relevant market is the key step of competition assessment. In most cases, the competition assessments are based on effects of activities acted by enterprises, and the investigation results will lead decisions whether the activities of enterprises are legal or not. Thus, the scope where the competition happened must be referred and that is the scope we need to define as the relevant market. ‘Market definition provides a framework within which to assess the critical questions of whether a firm or firms imposes market power’\(^30\), then the competition authority can examine, to what extent, the enterprise will use its market power or its potential market power to make more profit, which will case negative effect on the competition, object to competition law regulations. From this light, it is fair to make a comment that defining the relevant market is the starting point and fundamentals of competition law practice and competition assessment.

In competition assessment, the relevant market can be explained as ‘the smallest scope of products (or regions) which can form the monopoly’\(^31\). Within the relevant market, the product can increase the price initiatively without significantly affected by the competition from products outside the scope of the relevant market. Products in the same relevant market are competitive with each other and constraints for each other in


certain period. Having substitute effect is the key factor for products to category as one same relevant market. Proper definition of the relevant market is the foundation to investigate the effect of merger activities on the market competition. Systematical qualitative and quantitative analysis on competition effects will be possible only within a proper scope of the relevant market, especially about the analysis of market share and market concentration ratio. Defining the relevant market is the issue of factual cognizance, but not the issue of coming up with regulations on legislation. Defining the relevant market as an intermediary of legal technique reflects the level of force in enforcement in competition law area. The definition of the relevant market significantly affects the results of competition assessments. If the relevant market is defined too wide, the enterprise under investigation which has already owned a large amount of market share and enjoyed significant market power will present to have a relative low amount of market share, thus its merger activities will be free of those merger control regulations. However, its real market power is relative high, so the enterprise can earn profit while harm the welfare of consumers by increasing the price or making a degradation on quality. On the contrary, if the relevant market is defined too narrow, the investigation will indicate a high amount of market share which is actually higher than its real market share. In that case, the enterprise will be ruled by merger control regulations and lead its merger activities illegal. Such error of restricting merger activities will hinder the development of economic efficiency, which is not the aim of application of competition law.

2.2 The definition of the relevant market in EU

Before 1997 the ECJ made several comments on definition of the relevant market in different cases and became a part of origins in the EU legal framework. In 1997, the EU Commission published the Notice on the Definition of Relevant Market for the Purposes of Community Competition Law (hereinafter referred as Notice), and made
clear explanations on the issue of defining the relevant market. This Notice is applied in the whole EU legal regime, including Article 85 and Article 86 of the former EEC Treaty (now Article 101 and Article 102 of the TFEU) and other regulations related to merger control. From the legal practice in recent years, various methodologies including economic analysis tools are used in the competition assessments and make the issue of defining the relevant market even more important.

Definition of relevant product market and relevant geographic market:

A relevant product market comprises all those products and/or services which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by reason of the products' characteristics, their prices and their intended use.

The relevant geographic market comprises the area in which the undertakings concerned are involved in the supply and demand of products or services, in which the conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous and which can be distinguished from neighboring areas because the conditions of competition are appreciably different in those area.

Market definition is not an end in itself, and it is ‘a tool for aiding the competitive assessment by identifying those substitute products or services which provide an effective constrain on the competitive of the products or services being offered in the

33 Para. 7, Ibid. ‘The Regulations based on Article 85 and 86 of the Treaty, in particular in section 6 of Form A/B with respect to Regulation No 17, as well as in section 6 of Form CO with respect to Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89 on the control of concentrations having a Community dimension have laid down the following definitions’.
34 Para. 7, Ibid.
35 Para. 8, Ibid.
market by the parties under investigation\textsuperscript{36}. Interchangeable or substitutable are the main points during the merger assessment.

2.2.1 The relevant product market

2.2.1.1 Demand side substitute

Demand-side substitute means in the relevant market when the price of one product is increased, consumers will switch from this product to another product. Because of the consumers switching to other products or consuming from other suppliers, the enterprises which increase price will lose their sale volume and the behavior of increasing price will be non-profitable. ‘From an economic point of view, for the definition of the relevant market, demand side substitute constitutes the most immediate and effective disciplinary force on the suppliers of a give product, in particular in relation to their pricing decisions.’\textsuperscript{37}

2.2.1.1.1 Physical characteristics and the intended use of the products

‘An analysis of the product characteristics and its intended use allows the Commission, as a first step, to limit the field of investigation of possible substitutes. However, product characteristics and intended use are insufficient to show whether two products are demand substitutes. Functional interchangeability or similarity in characteristics may not, in themselves, provide sufficient criteria, because the responsiveness of customers to relative price changes may be determined by other considerations as well’.\textsuperscript{38} In general speaking, the products having similar physical characteristics or


\textsuperscript{37} Para. 13, Ibid.

\textsuperscript{38} Para. 36, Ibid.
intended use will have great possibilities to be categorized into a relevant market, however, there are exceptions.

During decades of experience of EU Commission in competition assessments, in some special cases, the products having similar physical characteristics can be sorted as different relevant markets. In case Van den Bergh Foods, the Commission held that the market of impulse ice cream which brought as individual portions in shops for immediate consumptions and the market of take-home ice cream which bought as multi-packs of single items designed for storage and consumption at home were separated relevant product market. One main reason on this decision was the ‘distinction on the basis of the consumer’s intended purpose in purchasing the ice cream in turn determines the differences in characteristics and price between impulse and take-home product’. 39 It also stated that, ‘While, for many products, vertical restraints on the freedom of retailers can be accepted because they stimulate interbrand competition, such interbrand competition is less likely for impulse products, because customers do not in general enter a shop with the intention of buying those products and do not seek to compare the products of one sales outlet with those of another’. 40 Another example, case Michelin, the Commission considered the various factors including the specific characteristics and the uses by finally consumers, and then decided that the market for new replacement tyres for lorries and buses was separate to that for retreads. 41 There are other case decisions expressing the same information, such as Microsoft 42, Wanadoo 43, Cleastream 44 and so on.

From above discussion, we can tell that the point in defining the relevant market is not

---

40 Para. 132, Ibid.
“similar physical characteristics or the intended use”, but the substitutive effect between the products. Even though the products have similar physical characteristics or the intended use, the consumers have not found them to be substitutive, so the products will not be sorted into a relevant market. Even though in most cases, products have similar physical characteristics or intended use will constitute substitutive relationship, nevertheless if the this substitutive relationship is not reflected in the competition assessment, the products will not categorized as the same relevant market no matter how similar the physical characteristics and the intended use they are. On the contrary, if one product has some unique characteristics, it does not directly mean this product constitute a relevant market itself. If there are other products have substitutive effect to this product to a certain extent, they will be sorted as a relevant market in a certain case. A product can only become a relevant market itself when the unique part cannot be substituted by other products, thus it can increase the price without restrictions of other products in the market. So, relying on physical characteristics and intended use is not reliable all the time.

2.2.1.1.2 The price different of the products

The product price is an important index reflecting competition situations in the market. Normally, the level of products price and the qualities of products have negative correlation. The products for the same or similar intended use will be separated into different price levels so that the consumers are separated into different groups as well. However, the difference of price is not accurate in defining the relevant market. EU considers that the actual factor is not the absolute difference in price, but whether the change of one product price will affect the price of others with competition effects. In the same relevant market, two products must be substitutes and the price change of one product must influence the price of the other. Thus, investigating the changing
records of these products prices and analyzing their similarity or convergence of their price curves will provide evidences for the competition assessment. Based on that, we can infer the substitute relationship between the products.

In some cases, products with different price level can be considered as separated relevant market. Even though products belong to a same category of product, the difference in price is too significant, thus separates different consumer groups, and makes products no significant substitute effects. Consumers who purchase products with higher price will not switch to lower price ones even though the price of their consumption goods increases. At the same time, if the price of the lower product increases, the consumers who purchase the lower price product will not switch to the higher price product when there is still significant price difference in between. This phenomenon appears obvious in various industries, such as clothes, cooking utensils, food and so on. For instance, the organic meat is sold in the market with price twice as much as regular meat, but consumers who prefer organic meat will not switch to other kind of meat as long as price of the organic meat increase in a reasonable range.

2.2.1.1.3 Consumer preference of the products

Consumer preference is also a factor which should be taken into consideration when defining the relevant market. Consumers will not switch to other products as delicate as they should be when facing the price increase if there is consumer preference existing. Consumer preference reflects the subjective factors of customers when they choose their purchase, not only restricted by pricing mechanism principle. Consumer preference can be generally divided into two types. ‘Products can be differentiated because of intrinsic quality differences (like e.g. fuel efficiency in cars, size of the hard drive in computers, after-sales services) or on grounds of perceived quality differences
(reputation of a brand in consumer goods).\textsuperscript{45}

When there is consumer preference, the consumers will not switch to same price level product or even lower price products. Consumer preference restricts the substitute effect between products, so this factor must take into considerate when necessary during the competition assessment process. The evidence of existing of consumer preference can be analyzed from the past record about how did the company make decisions, set price level, and conduct market activities based on the appearance of consumer preference. EU Commission will collect information from the third parities, such as industry union, other competitors in the same relevant market, consumers. In case \textit{Tetra Pak II}, the consumer preference was considered as a factor when defining the relevant market. The reason stated by the Commission is that ‘this low elasticity of substitution can be explained by the marginal share accounted for by packaging in the retail price of liquid foods and by the fairly high stability of consumer preferences over a short period’.\textsuperscript{46}

\subsection*{2.2.1.1.4 The evidence of substitute in the recent past of the products}

The evidence of substitute from the recent past is one kind of evidence based on the substantial examples to indicate the substitutive relationship between products. If the loss of sale volume was because of the increase of price, to some extent, the evidences from the past can prove the substitutive effects between products and as an inference for the products belong to a same relevant market. These evidences can be very helpful for the competition assessment which is under scrutiny despite the situation happened in


the recent past. However, since the social economic market is changing rapidly nowadays, no one can guarantee the substitutive effects will show up again. Thus this kind of evidence is only an accessory reference in competition assessment, not a solidly reliable evidence all the time. Another point need to pay attention is that, the relationship of substitution is not balanced and symmetric all the time, which means one product have substitutive effect to another product does not mean the opposite path works as well. The other product may not constitute significant substitutive effects as return. In another word, consumers switching from product A to product B because of the price increasing of product A does not indicate that if the price of product B increases, consumers will switch back to product A. The market activities are extremely complex, influenced by various factors, and the social economic market will not be perfect balanced and symmetric.

2.2.1.2 Supply-side substitute

Besides the demand side substitute, the substitutive effect from supply side also influences the defining of relevant market. If the demand side substitute constructs the direct restrictions on competition, the supply side substitute is the potential restrictions on competition. Facing the pricing change of specific product, consumers can switch their purchase easily. Comparing to that, the switch of production from supply side is much more difficult, so the effect of supply side substitute is relative insignificant than demand side substitute. Under some circumstances, supply side substitute can, when the price of a certain product is increasing, adjust their productions in a short time period to earn a big sale volume because of the increase of price, so the activities of increasing will be unprofitable. ‘These situations typically arise when companies market a wide range of qualities or grades of one product’;\footnote{Para.21, Notice.} The Commission had
accepted and applied the supply side substitute into practice in case decisions.\(^{48}\)

The factors which should be taken into considerations when investigating supply side substitute are similar with investigation of demand side substitute, including the evidence of substitute from the recent past, purchase routine and trade flows. Besides these factors, cost to switch production should be scrutinized, including the cost of adjusting production lines, building up distribution channels and obtaining purchase contracts.

In addition to assessing the demand side substitutability, the Commission regularly analyses the supply-side substitutability when defining markets. However, generally the application of supply-side substitution is rather limited. According to the Commission, ‘Supply-side substitutability may also be taken into account when defining markets in those situations in which its effects are equivalent to those of demand substitution in terms of effectiveness and immediacy'\(^{49}\) to significantly affect the outcome of the market definition practice, and this is also showed in the case decisions\(^{50}\). This means that competitive suppliers are able to switch production to the relevant products and market them in the short term without incurring significant additional costs or risks in response to small and permanent changes in relative prices.\(^{51}\)

In case Torras/ Sarrio\(^{52}\), the Commission relied upon supply side substitution in considering a merger in the paper section.\(^{53}\) The production of paper is a practical example of the approach to supply-side substitutability when defining the product markets. Paper products are categorized into a range of different qualities, from normal


\(^{49}\) Para.12, Notice.


\(^{51}\) Para.20, Notice.

\(^{52}\) Case IV/M.166, Torras/ Sarrio (1992).

writing and copying paper to very high quality papers, such as the papers for art books or the packing of luxurious products. These different qualities papers are not substitute for consumers, however, the production of paper can be adjusted with negligible costs within a relative short time period. In paper industry, paper manufacturers usually product based on the costumers’ orders, and they can have pretty much lead time to prepare for the order and adjust their production lines, so the production in this industry is very predictable. In this case, the Commission will take supply-side substitute into consideration and will not define different qualities papers as separate relevant markets. The various qualities of papers are categorized as a unified relevant market and the sale volume in different qualities paper are added up for a competition scrutiny.

EXCELLENT WRITING

2.2.2 The relevant geographic market

The approach to geographic market definition is set in the Notice which faithfully following the definition illustrated by the ECJ in the Judgment of United Brands case: the relevant geographic market as comprising an area ‘in which the conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous’. However, in practice, the definition of the relevant geographic market is not requiring exact homogeneous markets and the behaviors of undertakings may be constrained by imports from areas where the conditions of competition are not the same. The GC held that ‘the definition of the geographic market does not require the objective conditions of competition between traders to be perfectly homogenous. It is sufficient if they are “similar” or “sufficiently homogenous” and accordingly, only areas in which the objective conditions of competition are “heterogeneous” may not be considered to constitute a uniform market,

54 Para.8, Notice.
When defining the relevant geographic market, the most important factor considered by the Committee is the differences of competition circumstances between geographic areas related to the product market. The differences include regulations by local authorities, the limit of market capacity, local revenue level, public procedure, standard of environmental protection, criterion of technologies and so on. Those restrictions and rules have profound influences on companies’ market activities, and basically circle competition areas. Secondly, the cost of transportation and the physical characteristics should be considered abortively when defining the relevant geographic market. The products need to transport between different regions without significant increase of product price if the products are sorted as a same relevant geographic market. The transportation fee is crucial in the trade between different regions, and the cost is basically decided by the physical characteristics of the certain products. Some products have particular requirements on parking, such as glass, and some products need to be transported in certain temperature or time period, such as some food. Thirdly, the prices of products may be the evidence of constituting separate relevant geographic markets. Same kind of products with different price level in different region makes them belong to different relevant geographic market. Fourthly, the routine of purchasing and trade flows will influence the definition of the relevant geographic market. Fifthly, the consumer preference has significant effect on investigating the relevant geographic market, such as beer industry. This list is not exhausted, and there are some other factors may have obvious influences on the issue of relevant geographic market according to the certain circumstances of cases.

2.3 EU Experiences on Defining the Relevant Market

---

2.3.1 Evidence from third parties and various factors

From years of practice, EU realizes that it is crucial to collect evidence from a big range of market players to define the relevant market as long as the competition investigation. Every parties which may possibly relate to the area where the competition investigation is carried on, can provide their opinions and evidences to assist in defining the scope of relevant market. The market players include, related government departments, industry associations and organizations, main competitors, downstream distributors, main customers and main companies. Whenever it is appropriate and necessary, the EU Commission will address written requests for information to market players mentioned above. These requests contain market players’ opinions of the boundaries of the relevant market, their expected reaction to the hypothetical price increase, and other factual information which the Commission finds necessary or any information market players consider helpful to define the relevant market under the discussion. The Commission can also have discussions with companies’ director and officers to have a better understanding of the market situation between companies and between suppliers or customers. If the Commission finds it is necessary, they might visits or inspections to the production of those parties to have a better understanding of how products being manufactured and sold.58 This type of evidence is abundant in EU competition practice. When defining the relevant product market, product characteristic and intended use, substitution evidence in the recent past, views of customers and competitors, consumer preferences, barriers to potential substitutes and different categories of customers and price discrimination will be taken into consideration.59 When come to defining the relevant geographic market, evidence from the recent past, product characteristics, customers and competitors’ opinions, current geographic purchase pattern, trade flows, shipments pattern and barriers for companies in other areas, are considered.60

---

58 Para. 34, Guideline.
59 Para. 36 to 43, Guideline.
60 Para. 44 to 50, Guideline.
2.3.2 High level of the transparency of evidence

The EU Commission defines the relevant market on a case by case basis. The Commission makes an overall assessment of the case on the basis of all available evidence collected by the Commission, the local authorities, the parties and the other third parties. There is no hierarchy between different types of evidence or different sources of information.61 The types of evidence used and their importance depend on the characteristics of the industry and the products in question as well as the availability of the necessary quantitative and qualitative data, and the potential time constraints of the investigation. The Commission follows on open approach to any relevant qualitative and quantitative evidence aiming at making an effective use of all available information.62 The Committee will publish the evidence which is related to the definition of the relevant market, excepting the business confidential information. The Commission will obscure crucial business data which related to the confidential information and publish the fact without revealing parties’ business secrets if the information is important for defining the relevant market and necessary to be published. The Commission will notify parties involved in the cases and leave the information available to the public, so other parties are not requested by the Commission will also have a chance to become a part the case and provide the evidence form their own sight.

2.3.3 An open approach of defining the relevant market

Since the definition of the relevant market is such a complicated issue with so many

---


factors should be taken into consideration, it is not rare that there will be multiple conceivable definitions of the relevant market.\textsuperscript{63} The reasons why there will be differences on relevant market definitions is various, the different backgrounds and particular situations of the case, different emphasis points of companies’ activities\textsuperscript{64} and the different time period along with the changing market conditions\textsuperscript{65}. In that case, the Commission practices to leave the market definition open. The premise to have an open definition of the relevant market is if under all alternatives the operation in question does not raise competition concerns. The precise definition will raise a lot of disagreements which are unnecessary, and will also leave heavier burden on both the parties and authorities during the competition investigation. An open definition of the relevant market is also illustrated in the provisions.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{63} Para. 20, Notice.


\textsuperscript{66} Para. 25. Notice.
Chapter 3   Methods Applied in Defining the Relevant Market

The definition, as well as the evaluation of relevant market in the competition law, is derived from the fundamental market theory from Economics. In economics, most theories used for market properties research are emphasizing on their application in competition law practice. Thus, those theories and calculation methods derived by Economics are used most commonly, in evaluating the scope of a relevant market, and in analyzing market power of each company. Normally, in order to do it accurately, we apply multiple economic methods to define the scope of a relevant market.

3.1 Economics Theorems about the Relevant Market

3.1.1 Residual Demand Curve

Residual demand is the quantities of goods demanded by the market for a specific supplier. Mathematically, it is equal to the total market demand less supply provided by other companies other than the one which are researching on. In 1993, Kamarschen and Kohler first came up with the definition of residual demand curve. It is a visualization of residual quantity demanded (x-axis) by price (y-axis), putting other competitors’ reaction to market price change in consideration. Theoretically, given by the residual demand curve, for each quantity demanded, it automatically considers reaction of other products towards the price change of this specific product. In the real market, when companies are trying to merge with each other, their residual demand curves after each

---

67 Areeda and Turner clarify that, in economic terms a ‘market’ is one firm or any group of firms which, if unified by agreement or merger, would have market power in dealing with any group of buyers. From: ARREDA, P., and D.F. TURNER, 1978. Antitrust Law, Boston: Little Brown.

merge are also approaching the market demand curve. Thus, residual demand curve is widely regarded as a tool to compare each company’s market power before and after the merge, especially in imperfect competition market.

3.1.2 Price Relevance Theorem

The core of Price relevance theorem is: if two goods are from the same relevant market, even though they may have different equilibrium prices in the short term, they will finally come to a same stable price in the long run; also, goofs produced in different regions will have a trend to getting closer in price. If the pricing relationship between two products is very significant, we will say that those two companies are having fierce competition; if the pricing relationship is not significant; such competition effect is not strong. The advantage of using Price Relevance Theorem is its compatibility with both simple and supplicated settings, and its relative small amount of data property (only consecutive prices of two goods are necessary). The limit of using Price Relevance Theorem is, in reality, the price change for our observational time period will mostly not converge because of its partial equilibrium assumption.

3.1.3 Elasticity Theorem

In economics, elasticity is defined as the sensitivity of response variable to the independent variable. Price elasticity of demand is the percentage change of quantity demanded versus the percentage change of the price. It means for each percentage change of price, how many percentage change will the quantities demanded be. Its formula is:

\[ EP = \frac{\Delta Q/Q'}{\Delta P/P'} \]

In which \( \Delta Q \) is the quantities demanded changes after the price change. \( Q' \) is the original quantity demanded before price change. \( \Delta P \) is the difference of prices of good
before and after the price change. P is the original price.

From the basic price elasticity of demand, economists have come up with other concepts such as cross-price elasticity of demand, price demand of residuals. Those concepts are playing very important roles in finding the border of relevant market.

3.1.3.1 cross-price elasticity of demand

Cross-price elasticity of demand is describing the magnitude of quantity demanded change after the price change of another good. Mathematically, it means for each percentage change of another good’s price, how many percentage change will the quantity demanded of this good will be. Its formula is:

\[ EP = \frac{(\Delta Q/Q^2)}{(\Delta P/P^2)} \]

In which \( \Delta Q \) is the quantities demanded changes after the price change. \( Q_2 \) is the original quantity demanded before price change. \( \Delta P \) is the difference of prices of another good before and after the price change. P is the original price of another good. Cross-price elasticity of demand tells us the relationship between one product price with quantity demanded for another related good. There are two categories of such relationship: positive correlation (cross-price elasticity is positive), thus these two goods are substitutes; negative correlation (cross-price elasticity is negative), thus these two goods are compliments.

In relevant market research, we want to test the strength of positive correlation (substitute relationship). If the absolute value of cross-price elasticity of demand is very large, it means raising price of one good will significantly increase the quantity demanded by another good, thus those two products are having strong competition relationship. Those two products could be categorized into a same market. On the contrary, if the absolute value is small or even negative, then we will say that those two
products are not belonging to a same relevant market, with weak substitute power.

Cross-price elasticity of demand offers a very practical method to define the relevant market during legal enforcement. Because it is a quantitative research method, it could overcome the drawback of subjective pre-judgment in other qualitative methods. the United States Supreme Court first introduced cross-price elasticity of demand method in defining relevant market in 1952⁶⁹, and started not using it in 1978⁷⁰. Anish Vaishnav’s research explains thoroughly reasons of not using it⁷¹.

Also, Baker and Bresnahan’s research, they said they found ‘an econometric technique for estimating the single firm residual demand curve that does not require the estimation of demand cross-elasticity.’ And ‘The technique is particularly suited for the estimation of firm market power in product differentiated industries, where cross-elasticity are notoriously difficult to measure.’ And ‘this methodology is applied to estimate the market power of three firms in an industry characterized by product differentiation: brewing industry.’⁷² All of these add to the breakdown of using cross-price elasticity of demand.

3.1.3.2 Residual Price Elasticity of Demand

Residual Price Elasticity of Demand evaluates the magnitude of change of good

---

demanded by other companies in the same relevant market, when one company’s selling price changes. Different from normal demand curve, residual demand curve gives us the price (one company’s good price, y-axis) versus quantity demanded by other companies totally (x-axis). It would be more accurate to use residual demand curve to evaluate the market power of a specific company. Baker and Bresnahan believe that after one company changes its good price, other companies will definitely change their marking and producing strategies to adapt the change of market. To be exact, Residual Price Elasticity of Demand could tell us how fast and how much will other companies react to the price change of one specific company good. Lower Residual Price Elasticity of Demand means even though one company raise it selling price, most consumer will still buy it without switching to other substitutes; thus this company has a very strong market power. On the other hand, if the Residual Price Elasticity is very high, the rising price of one product will make consumer demand products from other competitors, which means weak market power for this specific company.

3.2 SSNIP Test

3.2.1 Fundamental theory

SSNIP test is a common method used to define a relevant market, and is applicable in competition law cases worldwide. Simons and Williams argued that the introduction of the SSNIP test in the Guidelines significantly advanced merger analysis by introducing the concept of residual demand elasticity to bind the market. SSNIP is short for Small but Significant Non-transitory Increase in Price. SSNIP is used to find the smallest relevant market. It first assumes a hypothetical monopolistic company will make a

---

73 pp. 292, Ibid.
small but significant increment on long-run price. Then, it use hypothesis test to verify if this company could be profitable by this 5%-10% increase in price in long term, normally one year. SSNIP test is a reduplicative loop procedure. Products which might have substitution effect will be added and repeat the hypothesis test, until the increasing in price is profitable. Here are four steps:

**Step one**, Define a small group of goods (or regions) as initial product candidate bundle;

**Step two**, Assume one company with strongest market power or market share increase 5% to 10% in price, and then we test its profitability.

**Step three**, if increasing is not profitable, we need to bring the closest substitute into the bundle, then do step two repeatedly.

**Step four**, when most consumers no longer choose to buy other goods after small but significant price change of these products, the loop stops. Then we will have the products bundle which define the scope of the relevant market.

The procedure is shown as follow:
3.2.2 Evaluation of SSNIP Test

SSNIP Test gives detailed standard on getting the substitute property between products, which is a milestone in defining the scope of the relevant market. It overcame the drawback of pre-judgment made for qualitative research, and set the framework of quantitative analysis on competition law area.

In SSNIP Test, the crucial part is finding the closest substitutes, and putting them into an accurate order. Closest substitutes are a bundle of products which are ordered as its substitutive effects from strongest to weakest. They are products that could possibly be chosen if the initial product provided by monopoly is intimidatingly high. By adding a good from this bundle into the relevant market bundle, the price elasticity of demand will become minor and minor. After reaching a threshold, we will stop adding those good from substitute bundle into the relevant market bundle, and the remaining products in the relevant market bundle constitute the relevant market we are aiming to define.
Wrong order or bad selection of substitute goods will cause error. For instance, if we ignore some products which have strong substitutive effects. Then by adding those weak substitutes consecutively, we will also come to the threshold, but without those important strong substitutes. Thus, we will get a smaller relevant market definition. Another example is, if we put weak substitutes ahead of strong ones, we will first add those weak substitutes into the relevant market bundle which may not be necessary if we have an accurate order and put those strong substitutes into that bundle first. Thus, we will come to a larger relevant market definition, which is a typical violation of the principle of the smallest market. In order to avoid those errors, we will apply other method simultaneously, or try to apply several possible permutations of products rather than only one permutation.  

3.2.3 Development of SSNIP Test

With highly economic development and rapid change of market environment, it is becoming more and more difficult to apply SSNIP Test in practice, which needs amount of data to get the test result. In order to overcome its shortcoming, we apply other auxiliary testing methods with SSNIP Test, to make the border of the relevant market more accurate.

3.2.3.1 Price elasticity of residual demand

In imperfect competitive market, we could also use Price elasticity of Residual Demand method along with SSNIP Test. This method has its advantage in analyzing market power of companies from differentiated markets, analyzing merging or conspiracy


behavior of two companies. Its simple method and quick shot is the advantage.

3.2.3.2 Critical Elasticity Analysis (CEA)

First, assume that monopoly (duopoly) increase price little but significantly. By doing so, we will find the highest value of price elasticity of demand. If the price elasticity before price change is smaller than the value we got from CEA, then the price increase will not cause a big loss in consumers, then increasing price is profitable. However, if the price elasticity before price change is larger than the value we got from CEA, and then loss of customers cannot be made up by increase of good price. By using econometrics knowledge, CEA will diagnose market power of a company more accurately.

3.2.3.3 Critical Loss Analysis (CLA)

CLA are defined as the most loss of sales a company could suffer after increasing price. It evaluates the loss of market caused by increase of price, assuming a company is very powerful in the market. It tells us the equilibrium loss of market that it can suffer by applying "increasing price" strategy. It is the threshold that makes a company non-profit after raising its product price.
Chapter 4   Suggestions on the Further Development of Defining the Relevant Market in China

4.1 Developing Comprehensive Analysis on Defining the Relevant Market

In 2009, a Guideline on the Definition of the Relevant Market was published by the Anti-monopoly Committee of the State Council, one year after the enforcement of the AML 2008. This Guideline took the EU Commission notice on the definition of Relevant Market as an important reference, and also followed similar framework as the EU regulations on defining the relevant market. The analysis in the Guideline was pretty in depth; however the enforcement of defining the relevant market on merger cases in practice was far behind the provisions on the Guideline. In this section, suggestions to China merger control practice will be given based on the analysis of published case decision from the MOFCOM. Chinese legislature will learn a lot from foreign jurisdictions especially from the experience of the EU. On May 6th 2004 the Ministry of Commerce of China and the Directorate General for Competition of European Commission reached an agreement on a structured dialogue on competition of which the terms of reference. It established a permanent mechanism for consultation and transparency between China and the EU in the competition field. Carried out through the EU-China Trade Project, this agreement will definitely enhances the EU’s role of technical and capacity building assistance to China.

---


4.1.1 Taking more Factors into Consideration in practice when defining the relevant product market

As provisions in the Guideline, the relevant market refers to ‘a market comprised of a group or a category of commodities that are considered by consumers to have a relatively strong substitution relationship based on the characteristics, uses and prices of the commodities. These commodities have a relatively intense competitive relationship, and it may be considered as the commodity scope within which business operators compete with each other in the anti-monopoly law enforcement’.\(^79\) The factors in consideration were listed in the provisions, including the evidence in the recent past, physical characteristics and intended use, price different, distribution channel, consumer preference and other important factors. However the factors to be considered shall include but not limited to the scope of those mentioned above.\(^80\)

It is a step by step progress to develop the definition of the relevant product market. In the first published case *Inbev/ Anheuser-Bush*\(^81\), the definition of the relevant product market was even not mentioned. It is in the case *Mitsubishi Rayon/Lucite*\(^82\) that the definition of relevant market was firstly established in the published merger control decisions.

‘The main overlapping part in manufacturing and distribution between Mitsubishi and Lucite China is MAA. Besides that, the companies have a relative small scope of overlap in producing SpMAs, PMMA particles and PMMA sheet.

In this concentration, the effects in competition are limited in other three

\(^79\) Article 3, Guideline.
\(^80\) Article 8, Guideline.
\(^81\) Announcement MOFCOM [2008] No.95 Inbev/ Anheuser-Bush.
\(^82\) Announcement MOFCOM [2009] No.28 Mitsubishi Rayon/Lucite.
products except MAA.\(^{83}\)

Defining the relevant market as overlapping product market by MOFCOM appeared in the case *Pfizer/Wyeth*.\(^{84}\) In the following cases, the effect of substitution was examined. In case *Uralkali/Silvinit*, the MOFCOM defined potassium chloride as a relevant product market, given its unique product feature and usage which cannot be substituted by other potassic fertilizers or vice versa\(^ {85}\). In case *Savio/Penelope*, the MOFCOM defined the market of electronic yarn clearers for automatic winders as a separate market, since the authority found its functions could not be substituted by other devices during the competition investigation.\(^ {86}\) However, the factors that considered in the assessments were absent, as well as further reasoning on definition of the relevant market.\(^ {87}\)

In case *GE/Shenhua*, the licensing market of coal-water slurry gasification technology constituted the relevant product market since coal-water slurry gasification technology differs significantly from that of others, which based on requirements for raw coal, feeding method and so on.\(^ {88}\) In case *Seagate/Samsung*, HDD constituted a separate product market as: It differs from solid-state hard drives, flash drive and other

---

\(^{83}\) Section IV, Ibid.

\(^{84}\) In Para. 1 Section IV, relevant products markets in this transaction are defined as human drugs and animal health products. Products of merging parties overlap in the domestic market of China in: (1) human drugs, including JIC and N6A (2) animal health products, including Mycoplasma Pneumonia of Swine (MPS), Swine Pseudorabies Vaccine (SPV) and Combination Vaccine for Dogs (CVD). Announcement of MOFCOM [2009] No.77, *Pfizer/Wyeth*.

\(^{85}\) Para.2 Section II, Potassium chloride is primarily used as potassic fertilizer. Potassic fertilizers include at least potassium chloride, potassium sulphate, potassium nitrate, potassium dihydrogen phosphate and potassium magnesium of sulphate. Potassium chloride is generally used as raw material for other forms of potassic fertilizer and compound fertilizer. Announcement of MOFCOM [2011] No.33 *Uralkali/Silvinit*.

\(^{86}\) Para. 3 Section II, It has the unique function of expeditiously treating yarn defects in an extremely short time; other devices are unable to do so. Announcement MOFCOM [2011] No.73 *Savio/Penelope*.

\(^{87}\) Li Yuanshan, A Critical Evaluation of the Analysis of Horizontal Mergers under the Anti-Monopoly Law in China. (2013) University of Glasgow, pp.56.

\(^{88}\) Para. 3 Section IV. Announcement MOFCOM [2011] No.74 *GE/Shenhua*. 
secondary storage devices in terms of volume, price, purpose etc. HDDs are
customarily further categorized by reference to their end use including
equipment HDDs, desktop HDDs, mobile HDDs and consumer electronics HDDs.\textsuperscript{89} However, the
assessment did not analyzed the substitutive relationship of these four sub-industries. In
case \textit{Henkel HK/ Tian De} products involved in this concentration were ethyl
cyanoacetate, cyanoacrylate monomer and cyanoacrylate adhesives. With the
consideration of the product physical characteristics, manufacturing process, intended
use and other factors, MOFCOM decided that ethyl cyanoacetate, cyano acrylate
monomer and cyanoacrylate ester adhesives do not have significant substitutive effects
to others and constituted separate relevant product markets.\textsuperscript{90} In case \textit{UTC /Goodrich},
the listed factors which was taken into concerned included physical characteristic of the
product, intended use, manufacturing condition and the tender practice of downstream
customers, but the analysis on each factors were missing from the assessment.\textsuperscript{91}

For the practice of Chinese merger control, reflecting from the published cases from the
MOFCOM, the ability of defining the relevant market is relative low at the present
stage. In the most published cases, the scope of the relevant product market is limited to
the overlapping products, and the definition of the relevant market is defined even
before the competition investigation. The intuitive factors which concerns the
definition of the relevant product market are quite limited, such as physical
characteristics, intended use, and manufacturing process, while some other important
factors are rarely mentioned such as consumer preference, brand loyalty, public
procurement and so on. From the EU experience, the scope of the relevant product
market is far more than the overlapping products. Moreover, considering only product
characteristics and intended use of the product is insufficient to examine whether
products under concern are substitutive. In summary, more substantial factors should be

\textsuperscript{89} Para. 2 Section II. Announcement MOFCOM [2011] No.90 Seagate/Samsung.
\textsuperscript{90} Para. 2 Section II. Announcement MOFCOM [2012] No.06 Hankel HK/TianDe.
\textsuperscript{91} Para. 2 Section II. Announcement MOFCOM [2012] No.35 UTC /Goodrich.
taken into concern and the further explanations on each factor are required.

4.1.2 Providing reasoning on Defining the Relevant Geographic Market

The definition of relevant geographic market illustrated in the Guideline is: ‘a scope of geographic areas within which consumers can acquire commodities that have a relatively strong substitution relationship. Such areas have a relatively intense competitive relationship with each other, and it may be considered as the geographic scope within which business operators compete with each other in the anti-monopoly law enforcement’. 92 The factors considered from the perspective of demand substitution including the evidence of the rent past, transport costs, product features, distribution channels, trade barriers and other important factors such as tariff, local regulations, environmental protection and technology. 93 According to the provision list of the factors is not limited to those mentioned above. However, in practice, the definition of the relevant geographic market is just final definition without further reasoning or explanation.

In the first two published cases Inbev/ Anheuser- Bush 94 and case Coco Cola/ Huiyuan 95, no specific definitions of the relevant geographic market. From the published assessments, we could infer that the definition of the relevant geographic market was China market. However, this definition was criticized by the scholar, especially in the case Inbev/ Anheuser-Bush, they believe the relevant geographic market was narrow than the whole China market. As the claimed ‘Beer is sold to consumers in regional geographic markets through a special distribution system in

92 Article 3, Guideline.
93 Article 9, Guideline.
94 Section III, in order to reduce the anti-competitive effects on China's beer market. Announcement MOFCOM [2008] No.95 Inbev/ Anheuser-Bush.
95 Para.3 Section IV, constituting negative competitive effect on China’s Juice industry further development. Announcement MOFCOM [2009] No.29 Coca Cola/ Huiyuan.
which the breweries sell beer to distributors, which, in turn, sell to retailers. The distributors' contracts with brewers contain territorial limits and prohibit the distributors from selling beer outside their respective territories. Because the distributors cannot sell a brewer’s products outside their territories without violating their contracts with the brewer, brewers can charge different prices in different regions for the same package and brand of beer, and individual distributors (and retailers) cannot defeat such price differences through arbitrage. In other words, due to such contractual arrangements, the relevant geographic beer market should be defined as regional’.  

The specific definitions were came up in the following case, either China market or global market, but the explanations were absent from the assessments. Case Novartis/Alco was a big step forward, since the market share in China and global were set out separately. The MOFCOM was focus on the investigation on China market. In case Uralkali/Silvini and case Savio/Penelope the assessments stated the concentrations might have substantial effect in either China market or global market.

The first explanations on the definition of the relevant geographic market appeared in Case GE/Shenhua, ‘Since the operational scope of the expected joint venture merger is in China, and domestic buyers of coal water slurry gasification technology only consider its suppliers inside China, the relevant geographic market for this concentration is the China market’. In the case Seagate/Samsung, global market was defined as the relevant geographic market with the reasoning that the procurement and

---


97 Case Mitsubishi Rayon/Lucite MOFCOM [2009] No.28; Case Motors/Delphi MOFCOM [2009] No.76 ; Case Pfizer/Wyeth MOFCOM [2009] No.77, the relevant geographic market was defined as China market. In Case Panasonic/Sanyo MOFCOM [2009] No.82, the relevant geographic market was global market.

98 Para.2 Section IV, Novartis/Alco MOFCOM [2010] No.53.

99 Para. 3 Section II, Announcement MOFCOM [2011] No.74 GE/Shenhua.
supply of HDDs were in a world-wide basis.\textsuperscript{100} The historical evidence of the international trading was raised as the reason in case \textit{Henkel HK/Tiande} to define the relevant geographic market as global market.\textsuperscript{101} In case, \textit{Marubeni/Gavilon}, the MOFCOM outlined factors relied on to delineate geographic market, namely trade flows, consumption habits, transport and imports. However the market situation of each factor was not clarified.\textsuperscript{102}

In a word, in the assessments of the MOFCOM, the definition of the relevant geographic market is mentioned. And in many cases, several factors may affect the definition of the relevant geographic market were illustrated. But, there were no detailed explanations or analysis on each factor for further reference. In this stage of the MOFCOM performance on defining the relevant geographic market, it is either China market or global market, not specific enough based on the certain cases. For example, within the scope of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, there are free of tariffs, so that for the concentrations happened in this area, the relevant geographic market might be wider than China market.

4.1.3 Considering Supply-side Substitution when Necessary

The demand-side substitution has the priority during the investigation of concentration in China. The MOFCOM is mainly considering the demand-side substitution, which is similar to the practice of EU, and only take supply-side substitution when necessary. According to the Guideline, ‘the method for defining the relevant market is not the only one. In the practice of anti-monopoly law enforcement, different methods may be used for different circumstances. When defining the relevant market, demand substitution analysis can be conducted based on the characteristics, uses and price of commodities,

\textsuperscript{100} Para. 2 Section II -(a), Announcement MOFCOM [2011] No.90 Seagate/ Samsung.
\textsuperscript{101} Para. 2 Section II, Announcement MOFCOM [2012] No.06 Hankel HK/Tiande.
\textsuperscript{102} Para. 2 Section II-(b), Announcement MOFCOM [2013] No.22 Marubeni/ Gavilon.
and supply substitution analysis can be conducted when necessary.\textsuperscript{103} ‘To define the relevant market from the perspective of supply, usually the following factors shall be considered: the evidence on other business operators’ response to changes in the price or any other competitive factor of commodities; the production flow and technique of other business operators, the difficulties for them to change the line of production, the time needed for changing the line of production, the extra costs and risks in changing the line of production, the market competitiveness and marketing channels of the commodities provided after the line of production is changed, etc.\textsuperscript{104} However, there are no clear standards of what constitutes the supply substitution analysis is ‘necessary’, which makes the application of supply-side substitution in practice very obscure and not able to be operational.

Up to now, among all the published cases, not a single concentration investigation has taken supply-side substitution as a consideration when defining the relevant market, which will lead to a narrower scope of the relevant market than reality. The controversial case \textit{Coco Cola/ Huiyuan} was a typical example which should consider supply-side substitution during the process of defining the relevant market. In juice industry the production from the supply side can be very flexible. It is not difficult for the supplier to change the juice content to manufacture different kind of juice products in order to adjust to the different requirements of consumers. Besides, switching production to the relevant products will not incurring significant additional cost and can be made in a very short time. If the supply-side substitution was taken into consideration in this case, the scope relevant product market would be wider, as a return, the decision on this case might be different.

4.1.4 Applying Various Analytical Measures on Market Definition

\textsuperscript{103} Article 7, Guideline.

\textsuperscript{104} Article 8, Guideline.
Defining the relevant market is a highly professional technique required issue, which combines the knowledge of law, economy, statistics and the specific background knowledge related to the certain industry which under consideration. According to the provision of the Guideline, ‘the method for defining the relevant market is not the only one. In the practice of anti-monopoly law enforcement, different methods may be used for different circumstances. When defining the relevant market, demand substitution analysis can be conducted based on the characteristics, uses and price of commodities, and supply substitution analysis can be conducted when necessary’. In the Guideline, the SSNIP test is also referred. However, since the establishment of the Guideline; the SSNIP test has never been applied in the case decisions by the MOFCOM. The main reason might be that the Chinese government is not ready to deal with the limitations of the SSNIP test which is also mentioned on the Guideline. The other reason for the limited use of the SSNIP test is because the level of transparency of information is relatively low in China, it is hard to get sufficient data to conduct of the test. Whereas, the SSNIP test is widely applied in competition assessment in the global perspective providing useful evidence for merger investigations. Thus, the skill of applying the SSNIP test must be improved in China. Besides that, various analytical measures aiming to define the relevant market should be applied in practice to improve the level of enforcement of the AML.

---

105 Article 7, Guideline.
106 Article 10, Guideline. ‘Usually, the relevant product market is firstly defined with the hypothetical monopolist test. Starting with the product (initial product) supplied by the business operator subject to the anti-monopoly examination, it hypothesizes that the business operator is a monopolist aiming at profit maximization (hypothetical monopolist), and then the issue to be analyzed shall be, under the precondition that the sales conditions of other products remain unchanged, whether the hypothetical monopolist is able to continuously (normally one year) increase the price of the target commodity to a small extent (normally 5% to 10%). Rise in price of the target commodity will result in demanders’ switching to other products which have a strong substitution relationship with the initial product and consequently lead to the decrease of the sales volume of the hypothetical monopolist. If, after the price of the initial product increases, the hypothetical monopolist still has a stand to profit even the sales volume drops, the initial product constitutes the relevant product market’.
4.2  Increasing the Transparency on both Progress and Case Decisions

Transparency is an important issue in government process, which means the ability of the public to see and understand the workings of the merger review process of market definition. It requires fair and responsive explanation of the anti-trust enforcers’ action and inaction.\(^{108}\) As discussed above, in the competition law enforcement, the anti-trust authority enjoys a large range of discretion, thus the transparency of authority process on merger control is becoming even more crucial. Transparency of merger analysis enhances knowledge and compliance with the law and limits political interference and arbitrary activity in competition matters.\(^{109}\) In China, the case decisions have no legal force under Chinese legal framework; however the requirement for transparency of merger control is concordantly accepted. Transparency of the reasoning process from anti-trust authority will improve the predictability of the merger control result and make the decisions more convincing by the public. The EU Commission expects to increase the transparency of its policy and decision-making in the area of competition policy\(^{110}\) and also illustrate in the case decisions.\(^{111}\)

4.2.1  Improving Transparency on Case Decisions

Compared to the EU Commission, the level of transparency in China on the case decisions is relatively low. Among all published case of MOFCOM, eleven transactions were also reviewed by the EU Committee. All these eleven cases were approved with restrictive conditions. At the same time, from the EU dimension, four cases were


\(^{110}\) Article 4, Notice.

approved with outright clearance, and seven cases got clearance with commitments.\textsuperscript{112}

4.2.1.1 Transparency on Decisions without commitment

The MOFCOM is not required to publish its reasoning of the decisions when the mergers are cleared without commitment. According to the provision of ALM, ‘where the Anti-monopoly Authority under the State Council decides to prohibit a concentration or attaches restrictive conditions on concentration, it shall publicize such decisions to the general public in a timely manner’, which means if the merger activity is approved without commitment, there would be no obligation to publish reason of the decision. The MOFCOM will publish a list of merger cases without commitment every season, but only with the name of the merger parties and the date of the transaction getting approved.\textsuperscript{113} The same situation in the EU is that more information is required to be published and much higher level of transparency. In the EU, the Commission needs to publish a brief statement on the decision of outright clearance. The statement contains identifications of the parties, nature of the transactions as well as definition of the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market. This statement does not need to include information in detail, especially the reasons for the decision. However, the basic information related to the merging activity will be mentioned, such as the effects on the structure of the certain industry, the affected market, and the factors considered in the substitution test and the extent of the overlapping part of the merger parties.\textsuperscript{114}

\textsuperscript{112} Comparisons of merger assessments in the EU and China on the same cases are presented in the Appendix.

\textsuperscript{113} On 6th January 2013 the MOFCOM published its merger cases without commitment during the last quarter of 2012 for the first time. Since then, outright cases are published on the MOFCOM’s official website at the end of every season. Before 2013 there was no information regarding transactions which were cleared outright by the MOFCOM.

Some scholars may think that publishing statements on every transitions even including the cases with outright clearance can be imprudent and tremendously burdensome, and would result in hundreds of cursory opinions that provide little guidance to the public. However, considering the very first stage of the practice of China AML, the consistency and predictability of the decisions is crucial for the further development of the AML. Publishing basic information of the case decision which approved without commitment will be extremely helpful to improving the system. And it will also interest the public to scrutinize the enforcement of the authority.

4.2.1.2 Transparency on Decisions with restrictions or prohibited Decisions

In China, case decision with restrictions or being prohibited requires a published statement from the MOFCOM with reasoning of such outcome. However, the reasoning published by the MOFCOM is neither comprehensive nor profound when compared to those in the EU. For the EU side, the Commission will publish a detailed document of reasoning in merger cases which are blocked or cleared with commitments. In the EU competition assessment, the part related to defining of the relevant market always comes with an in-depth analysis, and takes large portion of papers to evaluate the various factors in the transaction. Also, the very obvious difference of the transparency on the case decisions can be revealed by the number of pages of published assessments. Normally, the length of the decision of prohibition or cleared with commitment from the EU Commission will be around fifty pages, while MOFCOM in China will come up with an assessment entirely only three to four pages. As

---


mentioned above, lots of information and factors are neglected by the MOFCOM, such as the evidence collected from the merger parties and the third parties. Other missing information could be: procedure of the substitution test, comprehensive introduction of the product, analysis of the background of the parties, structure of the related industry and so on. In general, the decisions published by the MOFCOM are not focus on reasoning but concluding, which is very different form the EU Commission. A complete and in-depth analysis in the competition assessment is very important for the issue of transparency in the Anti-trust law area. The reasoning comes from the assessment can be a useful reference for the further merger parties. A higher level of transparency will promote the consistency and predictability in applying regulations in merger control, and also serves as a safeguard of the misuse of the discretion by the government authority. In a word, establishing detailed competition assessment related to the definition of relevant market ‘promotes discussion and understanding of the working procedure of competition authorities’. 117

4.2.2 The Drawbacks on Account of Lack of Transparency

Corruption is a serious issue in China and is always criticized by the public. Even though this situation is becoming much relieved after adopting a series of important measures by new government headed by President Xi, Jinping, there are still amount of corruption existing in China nowadays in various areas. For the issue of anti-monopoly examining, due to the large scope of discretion authorized to the MOFCOM and the low level of transparency of the case decisions, the possibility of corruption is obviously large. At the same time, the scandal of bribery and lobbying can be aroused if the public is not able to scrutinize the enforcement authority’s assessment on the noticed transactions. Another reason which raised public concern is that the MOFCOM is under

the control of the highest level of state administration. It may potentially lead to the result that ‘the MOFCOM’s decisions may introduce non-competitive considerations, which results in economically adverse effects so that an anticompetitive transaction’s being allowed, or a healthy, profitable transaction’s being blocked’.  

The case SEB/ Supor was very controversial because the transactions got clearance without commitment from the decision of the MOFCOM. Because the case was approved without commitments, the MOFCOM were not required to publish the reasoning of its decision. The assessment result could be very different if the definition of the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market changed. Background of this concentration is: Lyon-based Group SEB (EPA: SK), the world’s largest manufacturer of countertop kitchen appliances, has reportedly agreed to raise its stake in Zhejiang Supor Co. (SZ: 002032), a Hangzhou-based manufacturer of cookware and small electric house ware, from 51.31% to 71.31% to US$526 million. After a Chinese anti-monopoly investigation, Group SEB was permitted to increase its 30% stake in Supor to a majority stake in November 2007. According to the claim of the merger parties, the relevant product market was the whole cooker market, since the pressure cookers was one kind of the cooker and should be belong to the whole cooker market as a part. The market share of Supor was not exceeding 10% and the sale volume in China was only 700 million CNY out of the whole sale volume of Chinese cooker market which was about eight to ten billion CNY. By this relevant market definition, this concentration would not substantially affect competition in Chinese cooker marker. However, if the relevant product market was defined as pressure cooker, the situation would be totally different; the effect of the transaction would be significant.


and substantial. Supor’s market share on the pressure cooker increased every year, and became the biggest producer in this area. The data of market share of Supor is showed below.\(^\text{120}\)

Thus the main issue of this case and the effect of the concentration was based on the definition of the relevant market: whether it is the pressure cooker or all kinds of cookers in the market. If the sales in the rural area is included, the market share should over 70 percent. From my perspective, the physical characteristics and the intended use as well as the price levels could be distinguished easily in China market. Thus, such a case decision contained a lot of opacity and raised certain suspect of corruption of the anti-monopoly authority. \(^\text{121}\)

In order to prevent such controversial situation, the transparency of the case decisions must be improved. First of all, the transactions cleared without commitment should come up with at least a brief statement which is accessible to the public, including the nature of the transaction, the background of the merger parties concerned and the

---

\(^\text{120}\) Data from China Industrial Information Issuing Centre.

\(^\text{121}\) Li Yuanshan, A Critical Evaluation of the Analysis of Horizontal Mergers under the Anti-Monopoly Law in China. (2013) University of Glasgow, pp. 76.
business activities, the defined relevant product and geographic market. For the cases cleared with restriction or being blocked, a much deeper analysis should be published to let the public understand the reasoning behind the decision. Some crucial information must be included, such as the structure of the relevant market, different opinions from the third parties, and competition assessment result of the substitute test. Nowadays, the MOFCOM’s published decisions concerning the cases cleared with restrictions or being blocked are just at the same level of detail as the decisions for cases clearance without commitment published by the EU. So there is long way for China to improve the transparency on case decisions.

4.3 Improving the Effectiveness of Judicial Review Mechanism

The approaches to correct misjudging of the concentration merger are divided into two hierarchies. ‘where any party concerned objects to the decision made by the anti-monopoly authority in accordance with Article 28 and Article 29 of this Law, it may first apply for an administrative reconsideration; if it objects to the reconsideration decision, it may lodge an administrate lawsuit in accordance with law’. 122 The effectiveness of administrative reconsiderations and administrate lawsuit have crucial meanings for the application of the competition law, and that will be an obligatory step for the further development of China’s AML.

4.3.1 Administrative Reconsideration

There is almost eight years since the application of the AML, however, not a single administrative reconsideration has been raised according to the decision of concentration. This astonishing fact has already shown the ineffectiveness of

---

122 Article 53, AML Article 28 and Article 29 AML is about concentration being prohibited or approved with restrictions.
administrative reconsideration. This progress is only written on paper, but not used in practice to correct the faults of the concentration decisions. It is understandable that there is no regulation or procedure is perfect, so will be the concentration investigation. That is why the ex-post measures are important, which can fix the flaw of the original regulation. The ineffectiveness of administrative reconsideration and the absence of the application could be summarized in three reasons illustrated below.

First of all, the authority which carries on the reconsideration on the concentration case belongs to the MOFCOM too. In the MOFCOM, the Administrative Monopoly Bureau is to accept and review the applied concentration and the Department of Treaty and Law in the MOFCOM undertakes the administrative reconsideration of merger control. They are under the same control: MOFCOM. No wonder that they would like to maintain the consistency of the MOFCOM’s decisions. What is more, the mentioned authorities are all in the system of the State Council, which has the mission of protecting the security of social economy and maintain market completion in order, so they seem not willing to overturn the decisions contradicting to this mission.123

Secondly, there is no specific detailed guidance on the procedure of administrative reconsideration on concentration; the request of reconsideration should be apply according to Administrative Reconsideration Law generally. However the problem is that the reconsideration on concentration requires lots of professional skills in the relevant areas and abound evidence/information to be investigated. The Administrative Reconsideration Law only illustrates the general process, but not the specific criteria which can be applied in the assessment as reference. The substantial part of the

123 Article 85, Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, 2004. ‘the State Council, that is, the Central People’s Government, of the People’s Republic of China is the executive body of the highest organ of state power; it is the highest organ of State administration’. And Article 89, ‘the State Council exercises the following functions and powers: (3) to formulate the tasks and responsibilities of the ministries and commissions of the State Council, to exercise unified leadership over the work of the ministries and commissions and to direct all other administrative work of a national character that does not fall within the jurisdiction of the ministries and commissions’.
application of administrative reconsideration is missing, so its effect is much less convincing.

Thirdly, the enforcement of the reconsideration is not guaranteed in practice. The result of the reconsideration is not the final decision even if the reconsideration reflects there is an error in the former merger assessment. Within the administrative system in China, the superior governments have authority to change the decision of administrative reconsideration by signing official documents. In addition, during the investigation process, the staff who performs investigation does not have the authority to make decision. All decisions should be made by the head of the Department of Treaty and Law, who is not involved in the investigation directly and have limited information on the background of the case.

Considering all the reasons mentioned above, the effectiveness of the administrative reconsideration on concentration must be improved. Because of the high demand of professional skills on the concentration investigation, a guideline which applied specifically on merger decisions should be filed. Meanwhile, more authority should be granted to the staff that is actually carrying out the investigation in order to make decisions based on direct evidence. Moreover, the authorities should its governmental perspective, and re-examine the case from a sight of social economic market.

4.3.2 Administrative Lawsuit

Provision for administrative lawsuit of concentration decisions is set out in the Administrative Procedure Law. At present, the most serious problem of China’ judicial review is the courts’ legal authority is not independent of executive power.

The interpretation from the Supreme Court of China states that the court should respect
the demarcation of executive power and judicial review according to the Constitution. Thus, courts are reluctant to initiate a further analysis if the case is related to the issue such as the public interests, the discretion of the executive department, policies orientated by local governments and other local restrictions published by local administrative authorities. More straightforwardly, the implementation of the judicial review by the Courts is kidnapped by the government. A lot of scholars criticize this situation and point out that when it comes to the administrative lawsuit, the courts become government organs just happening to fulfill the judicial functions.\(^{124}\) Thus, the judicial review must be independent from the governments if the effectiveness of administrative lawsuit on concentration wants to be improved. The provision in the Constitution law must be implemented into practice and leave a free and independent space for judicial review.\(^{125}\)


\(^{125}\) Article 126, Constitution of the People’s Republic of China 2004, ‘the people’s courts exercise judicial power independently, in accordance with the provisions of law, and not subject to interference by any administrative organ, public organization or individual’.
Chapter 5 Conclusion

China established the AML in 2008 and opened a new epoch for China’s competition law. Before the AML, China’s merger control was rather limited to the scope of SOEs or enterprises with foreign investment. There was no comprehensive merger control system in China and the objectives were opaque including those not aiming at anti-monopoly. A systematic legislation in antitrust area, such as the AML, was highly expected. The AML was a milestone of China’s competition legislation and being the very first comprehensive competition law of China. The AML collected various regulations scattered in different levels and regions and gather them into a convergent legislation with higher level of force. The AML built the framework of China’s social market competition order, and provided legal bases for the business activities in social market economy.

EU competition law is one of the most important references for the establishment of the AML. There are many similarities between EU and China of the core points in competition regulation and practice. Firstly, both EU and China take protecting customer welfare as the very crucial objective. Secondly, the enforcing authorizes are similar in EU and China from their functions, executive power and statues in merger control. Thirdly, the objective on establishing an integrated market is similar. EU works on building up a single market without internal frontiers among member states, while China looks forward to break the barriers of different regions and establishes an integrated national market. EU has abundant experience in merger control for decades of practice, thus China can learn a lot of EU, especially at this beginning stage of China’s AML.

A proper definition of the relevant market is the first step as well as the key step of
merger assessment. The relevant market contains the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market. The MOFCOM showed a fast learning ability during the almost eight years establishment of the AML, however the way of defining relevant market by the MOFCOM is not further developed in this period, and the experience of EU Commission is a helpful reference for the China government to learn from. When defining the relevant market, EU takes demand side substitute as an essential aspect, considering various factors including physical characteristics, intended use, different pricing, consumer preference, as well as opinions from third parties, consumer feedback and evidence from the recent past. From the MOFCOM’s published cases, not so many factors are taken into consideration. In some cases, the relevant product market was defined as the overlapping product market and the substitute analysis was not provided deeply enough. The physical characteristics and the intended use are considered as crucial factors; however from the EU case law it is not sufficient for a proper definition of relevant product market.

The Commission investigates the supply side substitute when constituting enough restrictions on competition, which is also raised in case decisions. Even though supply side substitute is illustrated in the China’s provisions, it is not applied in practical cases. The Commission has a developed comprehension on when and how to investigate in supply side from its case decisions which needs to be learned elaborately by the MOFCOM.

When defining the relevant geographic market, the Commission will come up with detailed analysis considering competition circumstances, transportation cost, price difference, trade flows, consumer preference and so on. In China, the MOFCOM will only listed relevant geographic market either China market or global market without further explanation.
Alongside the development of EU competition assessment various qualitative and quantitative analysis methods are applied in the competition investigations. And multiple economic methods are used as tool to define the scope of a relevant market, including residual Demand Curve Theorem, Price Relevance Theorem, Elasticity Theorem and especially the SSNIP Test. This method is applied in competition assessment worldwide and become an important recourse for the definition of the relevant market. In the published document of the MOFCOM, the SSNIP Test is also mentioned, but not applied in practical case either.

Compared with the experience of EU in defining the relevant market, some suggestions are proposed for the further development of the MOFCOM.

First of all, the techniques of defining the relevant market should be improved and comprehensive analysis of the reasons for the definition of the relevant market should be illustrated in the case decision. The MOFCOM should take more factors into considerations during the assessment, like involving consumer opinions and their preference. The reasons for the definition of the relevant geographic market are required, since the market competition circumstances are quite complicated, a simple decision of either China market or global market is not enough. Supply side substitution is also a crucial factor in certain case and industry. By Learning from developed competition regime, the MOFCOM could try to apply various analytical measures on market definition in practical cases and improved the level of using those methods step by step.

Secondly, increase the transparency on competition investigation and case decision. The level of information release is relative low of the MOFCOM comparing to the EU. A lot of crucial information is not noticed to the public during the investigation and some parties which may have relationship with the case cannot be involved into the
investigation. The transparency of the case decision is also expected to reach a higher level. The cases approved without restriction should come up with a brief case decision but not only a list of parities name and approving date. The cases approved with restrictions or being blocked should be present with more detailed assessments with profound reasoning to convince the public about its decision. Lack of transparency is harmful to the development of China’s social market competition, leaving the space for the lobbying.

Thirdly, the government should work on the effectiveness of judicial review. The approach to correct misjudging of the concentration merger is divided into two hierarchies, namely administrative reconsideration and administrative lawsuit. Unfortunately, neither these two approach are effective. Administrative reconsideration is charged by the department which also in the control of the MOFCOM. The administrative lawsuit is always criticized for its ineffectiveness since the courts’ legal authority is not independent of executive power.
Appendix 1  the Statistics of Mergers Notified from the MOFCOM\textsuperscript{126}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notifications</th>
<th>Filing accepted</th>
<th>Completed reviews</th>
<th>Withdrawn</th>
<th>Unconditional clearance</th>
<th>Conditional clearance</th>
<th>blocked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-4</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-4</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix 2  Horizontal Merger Control in both China and EU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizontal merger parties</th>
<th>Decision of the MOFCOM</th>
<th>Date of the MOFCOM Decision</th>
<th>Decision of the Committee</th>
<th>Date of the Committee Notification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer/ Wyeth</td>
<td>Conditional clearance</td>
<td>29.09.2009</td>
<td>Clearance with commitments</td>
<td>29.05.2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic/ Sanyo</td>
<td>Conditional clearance</td>
<td>30.10.2009</td>
<td>Clearance with commitments</td>
<td>11.08.2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novartis/ Alcon</td>
<td>Conditional clearance</td>
<td>13.08.2010</td>
<td>Clearance with commitments</td>
<td>18.01.2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Digital/ Viviti</td>
<td>Conditional clearance</td>
<td>02.02.2012</td>
<td>Clearance with commitments</td>
<td>23.11.2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTC/ Goodrich</td>
<td>Conditional clearance</td>
<td>15.05.2012</td>
<td>Clearance with commitments</td>
<td>26.07.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xstrata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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